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THEOREMS FOR HERMITE AND LAGUERRE EXPANSIONS
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(Communicated by John B. Conway)

ABSTRACT. Using harmonic analysis on nilpotent Lie groups the following

theorem is proved.

Let a sequence {an} be defined by a function K € CN(R+) such that

sup^>0 |/f(J'(A)AJ| < oo, j = 0,1,...,TV, for N sufficiently large, putting

an = if(|n| + m/2). Let <pn be either Hermite or Laguerre functions. Then

the operator

n n

is bounded on Lp(Rm) or LP(R^) respectively, 1 < p < oo.

0. In 1981 A. Hulanicki and J. W. Jenkins applied harmonic analysis on nilpo-

tent Lie groups to obtain summability results for Hermite expansions [12]. The

methods they initiated have been developed and used in a number of papers by

A. Hulanicki and J. W. Jenkins [13] and others [5, 19]. In the present paper

we show that a simple combination of the so-called transference method of R. R.

Coifman and G. Weiss with the above mentioned aspects of harmonic analysis on

graded nilpotent Lie groups produces multiplier theorems for Laguerre and Hermite

expansions.

After introductory §1, in §2 we prove a simple theorem concerning images by

representations of operators which are functions of Rockland operators on graded

nilpotent Lie groups. The proof is based on results of A. Hulanicki [11] and A.

Hulanicki and E. M. Stein [7] and some unpublished remarks of A. Hulanicki.

§3 is devoted to multiplier theorems for Laguerre and Hermite expansions, some

of which have been previously obtained [6, 19] by much more complicated argu-

ments.

1. Let G be an amenable group. Denote by Cvp{G) the algebra of operators

bounded on LP{G) which commute with left translations and |||T|||P the operator

norm of T € Cvp{G). Let X be a a-finite measure space and let a representation -k

of G act on LP{X). We call n uniformly bounded if there is a constant C such that

||7r(x)|| < C for all x in G. A function k € Ll{G) defines a convolution operator on

Lp{G) by

(1.1) f{x) - / * k{x) = f f{xy-l)k{y) dy.
Jg

Denote its norm by ||A;||P.
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The following theorem follows from the now classical papers of Herz [9, 10].

THEOREM A. If it is a uniformly bounded representation of an amenable group

G on an LP{X) space, then for every k G L1{G) the operator

(1.2) ir{k)f= [ k{x)ir{x)fdx,        f£Lp{X),
Jg

is bounded on LP{X) and ||7r(fc)|| < C2||rc||p, where C is a constant such that

||tt(i)|| <C for all x eG.

In fact, under the assumption that k has compact support this theorem is due

to Coifman and Weiss [3, 4] (cf. also more recent papers of Anker [1, 2]).

2. Now let 67 be a graded nilpotent Lie group. Let L be a positive Rockland

operator on G that is a homogeneous, left-invariant differential operator such that

for every nontrivial irreducible unitary representation tt of G the operator n{L) is

injective on the space of C°° vectors. As such, L is hypoelliptic and essentially

selfadjoint on L2{G) (cf. [7]).

Let E{X) be a spectral resolution of the identity on L2{G) corresponding to L.

For K G L°°(R+) define the operator

/•oo

(2.1) TKf= K{X)dE{X)f,        feL2{G),
Jo

which is in Cv2{G).

In [11] Hulanicki proved that if K G CN{R+) satisfies conditions

(2.2) sup|*:^(A)(l + A)M|<oo,        j=0,l,...,N,
A>0

where M,N are some constants (M > N), then the operator Tk defined by (2.1)

is of the form

(2.3) TKf = f*k,

where k is in L1{G). He remarked also that a sufficient condition on K to imply

the boundedness of Tk on all the spaces LP{G), 1 < p < oo, is: K G CN{R+) for

some constant N and

(2.4) sap\K^{X)X3'\ < oo,        j = 0,1,...,N.
A>0

The proof of this fact is similar to the one given by Hulanicki and Stein (cf. [7,

Chapter 6]).

Let 7T be a unitary representation of G on L2{X), where X is a measure space.

For a function K satisfying (2.2) put

(2.5)- Tr{K)f = Tr{k)f= f k{x)ir{x)fdx,        feL2{X),
Jg

where k G L1{G) is such that T/f/ = f * k. Since the set of functions satisfying

(2.2) is dense in C'o(IR-i-) we can extend (2.5) to a representation of the commutative
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C* algebra CYj(R+)-  By a known theorem of Naimark [17, p. 246] there exists a

spectral measure En{X) on L2{X) such that

/•OO

(2.6) ir{TK)f = 7r{K)f= K{X)dE*{X)f,        f G L2{X).
Jo

Now, Theorem A of §1 combined with results mentioned above give the following

theorem on the boundedness of the above type operators in the LP{X) norm.

THEOREM 1. Let tt be a unitary representation of G on L2{X). Assume that

there is a p G (l,oo) such that tt is uniformly bounded in the LP{X) norm. Let

K G CN{R+), where N is large enough to guarantee the differentiability needed

both in (2.2) and (2.4). Define Tk by the formula (2.1), where E{X) is the spectral

resolution of the identity on L2{G) corresponding to a positive Rockland operator.

If the function K satisfies conditions (2.4), then the operator

/•oo

(2.7) *{TK)f=        K{X)dE*{X)f,        feL2nLp{X),
Jo

is bounded in the Lp{X) norm.

PROOF. Since K satisfies conditions (2.4), the operator Tk is bounded on LP{G).

If, additionally, K satisfies conditions (2.2), then Tk is a convolution operator by

a function in Ll{G) and Theorem 1 follows by virtue of Theorem A.

Now let K be any function satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. Take a

function ip G C°°(R+) such that supp<p C [1/2,2] and <p{X) = 1 for A G [3/4,3/2]

and consider the functions K£{X) = K{X)<pe{X), where <p£{X) = <p{X£), e G (0,£o].

The functions Ke{X) satisfy conditions (2.2) so the theorem holds for K — KE.

Observe also that <pEj){X)X> is of the form YL=ipm{£)Xmeip(rn){Xe), where

Pm(e) are polynomials. Therefore there is a constant C such that

sup|^(A)A^|<C,        j=0,l,...,N,
A>0

for all £ G (0,ero]- It follows that the corresponding convolution operators Tipe

defined by (2.1) are uniformly bounded on LP{G), that is ||T'¥,£||P < Ci, where C\

is independent of £ (cf. [7, Chapter 6]). Thus

I|îk.||p<I|Tk||p|||^J|p<CiB|Ta:|||p

and, again by Theorem A, there is a constant Ci such that

\\*{TkM(l*(x)m(X)) < Ci\\TkA\p < CiCi\\TK\\P.

Moreover, since <p£{X) —» 1 for all A we have

lim \\*{TK.)f - *(TK)f\\L»VC) =0,        / G L2 n Lp{X).
£—►0

So we can choose a sequence n{TKCn)f tending to t^{Tk)} almost everywhere and

using Fatou's lemma we get ||7r(T,K-)/||z,P(x) < C,iC2||7,k-||p||/||lp(x) which proves

the theorem.
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3. As corollaries we present multiplier theorems for classical Laguerre and Her-

mite expansions. To obtain them we consider the Heisenberg group and the spectral

resolution E{X) corresponding to the sublaplacian.

Let Hm denote the (2m + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group. We write the ele-

ments of Hm as pairs {z, u), z G Cm, u G R, the multiplication law being

( =     -\
{z,u){z',u') = \ z + z',u + v! + lm.y~]zjZj    .

V j=l    J

Let Xj {Yj), j = 1,2,..., m, be the left-invariant vector fields on Hm correspond-

ing to the one-parameter subgroups (0,..., 0, t, 0,..., 0) ((0,..., 0, it, 0,..., 0)) (i

on the jth place). The homogeneous sublaplacian L on Hm is defined by L =

- YJj=i{x<j + Yj)- Let T = {(0,n) G Hm : n G Z}. On Hm/T consider the func-

tions of the form

(3.1) f{zu- ■ ■ ,zm,u) = e2-ue-^r=. a^f0{ru ...,rm),

where z3 =r]cie', j = 1,. ..,m, and a = {au...,am) G {0,1,2,... }m = Nm.

Denote by Lpa{Hm/T) the space of the functions in Lp{Hm/T) of the form (3.1).

Let

^nM = (r,     "I  , „)      e-w'2wa'2Lan{w)
T{n + a+l)

be the Laguerre function of type a, where

(n + a\ {—w)j

«m-t(::î)-
j=o ^       •"     J

is the corresponding Laguerre polynomial. Let

rn{2vr2) = CVi{2irr2)---Z«Z{2*r2rn).

In [5] we proved the following.

LEMMA  1.   The operator L has a discrete spectrum on L2a{Hm/T) with an or-

thonormal basis of eigenfunctions

<p°{z,u) = 2m/2e2mue~l^7=> a'9>C^{2ttt2), n G Nm;

the corresponding eigenvalues being 87r(|n| + rn/2), where |n| = n\ + ■ ■ ■ + nm.

THEOREM 2 (cf. [6]). Let K be a function in CN{U+), N > m + 3, satisfying

the conditions (2.4). For a function g in Lp(R!p) with the Laguerre expansion

g~   Y, (9,^)^
nSN™

let TKg be defined by its Laguerre expansion

TKg~   £  K{\n\+m/2){g,Z°)Zan.
n£Nm

Then the operator Tk is a bounded operator on LP{U™), 1 < p < oo.

PROOF. Let Ki{t) = K{t/8n). In Theorem 1 take for G the Heisenberg group

Hm, for E{X) the spectral resolution of the identity on L2{Hm) corresponding to the
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sublaplacian and for tt the left quasiregular representation of Hm on Lp{Hm/T). As

for the class of differentiability CN of K needed in Theorem 1 the best N obtained

for this case is N > to+ 3 (cf. [12, 14, 15]). We conclude that the operator tv{Tk,)

is bounded on Lpt{Hm/T), 1 < p < oo. Moreover, by Lemma 1 7r(Tfc,)<£> has the

expansion

w{TKl)<p~   Yl  K{\n\+m/2){<p,tâ)tâ
n€Nm

for <p in LI {Hm/T).
For ip in Lpa{Hm/Y) of the form (3.1) define Pip G Lp{U™) by P<p{w) =

fo{\fwi/2-K,..., y/wm/2-ïï). Since \\p\\Lpa(Hm/r) = Cp||P^||Lp(Rm), where Cp is

a positive constant, the correspondence <p —* P<p is a bijection. We have also

{<p,<p%) = 2-m/2{P<p,C%). So P{-k{TKi)p) = Tk9, where <p = P~lg, and Theo-

rem 2 follows.

THEOREM 3 (cf. [19, Theorem 1]). Let K be as in Theorem 2. Let #„(w) =

[\7=i ^n, {wj)< w = {wi,..., wm) G Rm, where )ik is the kth Hermite function. For

a function g G Lp(Rm) with the Hermite expansion

9-   £ (0, *•»)*■
ngN™

let TKg be defined by its Hermite expansion

TKg~   J2  K{\n\+m/2){g,)in)Un.
n€Nm

Then the operator Tk is bounded on Lp{Wn), 1 < p < oo.

PROOF.  Take as -k in Theorem 1 the Schrödinger representation 7rM, p ^ 0, of

"mi

7TM(X, y, U)/(W) = e^e2,M(2w-x,y>/(w _ ^

where z = x-Hy G Cm, u G R, w G Rm and / G Lp(Rm). Let L be the sublaplacian

on Hm. The closure of ri7rM(L) in L2(Rm) is equal to the operator

oo

//(/i)=£(27V + TO)|M|PJvm)(/i),

/v=o

where P^ {p) is the orthgonal projection on the finite dimensional subspace of

L2(Rm) spanned by an orthonormal system

m

MnA") = (2|M|1/2)m/2 u *», (2|M|1/2»»i), H = ^

j=i

(cf. [8]). A straightforward application of Theorem 1 for the case p = 1/4 and

K\{X) = K{2X) gives the desired result.

REMARK. Let a sequence {n}}°%1 C N be such that nd + y/n3 > q > 1. Denote

7 = {/ G Lp : (/, ipn) = 0 for n ^ n¿, j = 1,2,... }, where y?n, n G N, are either

Hermite or Laguerre functions. Let {a,j}'?L1 G i°°(C). The operator

oo oo

(3.2) ^S^t/.slS ->X^a>^'iPn^n> e7
j=l j=l
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is bounded in the Lp norm both in the Hermite and Laguerre case. We think this

must be known but we do not know the references.

PROOF. Take a function tp G C°°(R) such that supp4> C {l/q,q), ip{l) - 1. Let

rpj{X) = i>{\/rij). Put K{X) = J2f=i ajtl)j{X - to/2). We have K{n3 + m/2) = a3,

j = 1,2,_ It is easy to verify that K satisfies conditions (2.4). So the operator

defined by (3.2) is bounded by virtue of Theorems 2 and 3.
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